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vertex compression is a rendering option which enables your gpu to automatically optimize meshes. this is achieved byremoving some superfluous vertices from the
mesh, thereby making the gpu need not do this extra work. the added benefit of this option is that it requires about 2-10 percent less memory. however, it should be
noted that this affects the performance as well. when this option is turned on, the gpu does assume that the scene is static and tries to optimize for this by removing

vertices. if you like to play games such as the witcher 3, i would recommend turning this feature off. it should be noted that this feature can be very taxing on the gpu, as
the goal is to optimize meshes for all scenes on the map. when this option is disabled, the gpu doesnt do this optimized mesh removal, which results in lower

performance. multi-threading is similar to a process called hyperthreading. in hyperthreading, your cpu is split into two threads: one for the first core of the cpu, the other
for the second core. this can be useful when theres very little work to be done on one core, but theres a lot to do on the second core. because the amount of work per

core is varied and the threads are independent of each other, the workloads are distributed optimally. youre working with your gpu on a similar level. hyperthreading is
another processing option that you can turn on or off. you can use it to dramatically speed up the workload on your cpu, but this comes at a price. youre asking your cpu

to handle more work per core than it would normally handle. its hard to tell how much of an impact it can have on games, but theres probably a noticeable boost.
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theres also a rocket launcher, which doesn't have much of a role in the story, and is simply there for late game killing off enemies. the rocket launcher is somewhat
inaccurate, but it can be helpful to pump lead from the middle of a group of enemies. as well as killing, artyom can take control of other nearby enemies using his arbiter

skill. he can take control of a group of nearby humans (or mutants), either friend or foe, and use them as cover. if you want to use a human as cover, you can either
control them, or try to fight them off to make them stand in a wall. the typical rpg interface found in crysis 2 and f.e.a.r is present. navigation buttons have been replaced
by a map. after all, artyoms going anywhere on the map is done by walking around and using his jump button. and speaking of, artyom can also jump. artyom also has a

number of melee attacks. he can roll under a cover, which is really useful when you find yourself in a situation where you can only see enemies. he can also use his
secondary pistol which is a 12.7mm assault rifle. you have to equip this gun using a pistol piece of equipment. you can equip it as the secondary weapon of your smg, or
the primary of your smg. the metro itself is a completely custom made level set in a decaying underground transport system. its pretty imaginative all in all, especially
when you consider the amount of detail and verticality that went into it. the only flaw is that the background textures are mostly plain textures that blend in rather than

really making use of the spatial features of the game. the only real issue with this is that often times it makes it hard to spot enemies lurking somewhere around the
corner, as youre always on the periphery of their environment. 5ec8ef588b
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